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PRESS RELEASE 
Nationwide collection of used perforated film starts in 2021 
– ERDE expands service further 

Perforated films, along with silage films, stretch films, bale nets, baler twine and asparagus 
film, are now among the plastic products used in agriculture that are collected by the ERDE 
initiative.. © ERDE 

Bad Homburg, May 2021 

The IK initiative ERDE (Erntekunststoffe Recycling Deutschland: www.erde-recycling.de) will 

begin collecting perforated films nationwide starting this year. The films used in particular for 

the cultivation of special crops like strawberries, lettuce or early potatoes can be returned to 

the ERDE collection points in the relevant cultivation areas by the farmer. The collected film 

will be transferred into high-quality material recycling. 

This was recently agreed by the suppliers of perforated film for the German market - RKW Agri 

from Germany and Sotrafa from Spain, ERDE management, and ERDE’s system operator RIGK 

GmbH. 

 

http://www.rigk.de/
http://www.erde-recycling.de/
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Stefan Kwiatkista, Sales and Business Development Manager at film manufacturer RKW Agri 

Gmbh & Co.KG comments: "As a founding member of the IK-initiative ERDE, we strive for a 

sustainable end-of-life solution for all types of crop plastics in our product portfolio. We are 

pleased that we can now offer our perforated film customers an attractive disposal concept 

under the ERDE umbrella, which recovers the valuable raw materials via recycling." 

Farmers can drop off the pre-cleaned perforated films at the ERDE collection points listed on 

the ERDE homepage for perforated films, or alternatively order a mobile collection on site. 

The collection partner will inform about the disposal costs on request; these are significantly 

lower than the individual price for collection, logistics and recycling. ERDE collections are 

more cost-effective than energy recovery. This is made possible by the financial commitment 

of the two film manufacturers RKW and Sotrafa as part of their self-imposed and active 

producer responsibility. 

Prior to the start of collection, Boris Emmel from RIGK refers to previously obtained test 

results: "In a pilot project in 2020, we were able to prove that the problem of sand and 

organic residues sticking to perforated films can be sufficiently solved via pre-cleaning by the 

farmer and post-cleaning by the recycler. Each type of agricultural film behaves differently in 

this regard, so preliminary studies are always necessary."     

Perforated film is the second film for special crops - along with asparagus film - in the ERDE 

collection scheme. ERDE collections so far cover the entire spectrum of agricultural plastics 

used in animal feed production (silage flat film, stretch film, nets, yarns). Work is underway to 

develop disposal solutions for other crop plastics in the special crops sector.  

ERDE is a system in which each individual in the chain can assume part of the overall 

responsibility for the environment and society: the producers of the films by financing the 

recovery system, the agricultural trade companies, machinery rings, contractors and disposal 

companies by distributing licensed ERDE products or providing collection points, and each 

individual farmer by specifically demanding ERDE products and deliver pre-cleaned films for 

collection.  

 

About ERDE  
Under the umbrella of IK Industrievereinigung Kunststoffverpackungen e.V. and in cooperation with 

RIGK as the system operator, ERDE organises the recovery and recycling of used crop plastics, such 

as silage film, stretch film, asparagus film, perforated film, bale nets and baler twine, through collection 

partners throughout Germany. Supply agencies and farmers collect the crop plastics, pack and deliver 

them – swept clean and free of the worst of the dirt – to a collection point (www.erde-recycling.de/rund-

um-die-abgabe/sammelstellen-termine.html). Collection points set the collection prices individually. 

Recycling companies process the collected goods into new plastic feedstocks. 

Any producer or distributor of crop plastics that supplies the German market can become an ERDE 

member. The following 22 companies take responsibility for their products and the environment as 

ERDE members: ape Europe, ASPLA S.A., Groupe Barbier, bpi agriculture, CLAAS 

Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH, Cordex - Companhia Industrial Textil S.A., Coveris Flexibles Austria GmbH, 

http://www.rigk.de/
http://www.erde-recycling.de/rund-um-die-abgabe/sammelstellen-termine.html
http://www.erde-recycling.de/rund-um-die-abgabe/sammelstellen-termine.html
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Daios Plastics S.A., DUOPLAST AG, KARATZIS S.A., Manupackaging Deutschland GmbH, NOVATEX, 

Plastika Kritis S.A., POLIFILM Extrusion GmbH, Ab Rani Plast Oy, Reyenvas S.A., RKW Agri GmbH & 

Co. KG, Sotrafa S.A., Tama Group, Tecfil S.A., TRIOWORLD GmbH und WKI Tegafol Sp. z o.o. 

 

 

 

Further information: 
 
RIGK GmbH 
Boris Emmel 
ERDE System Officer 
Friedrichstr. 6, D-65185 Wiesbaden 
Tel.: +49 (0) 6 11/ 30 86 00-02, Fax: -30 
emmel@rigk.de; www.rigk.de 
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